Please enter your comment
Hello!

I realized that, despite so many of us chuckling at the anonymous commenter on 8/6 who heralded from the "silent majority," we all might have been in a big quiet club together. If some of us didn't always end up with so many exciting
My husband and I are among two of several people who submitted comment that wasn't read on 8/6. Which was fine, especially as we were told it would be posted to the 205 site. About 11 days later, this still hasn't happened.
*Will all comments submitted for 8/25 be posted, if not read?*
Can the Board share their protocol for choosing which comments to read?

Are anonymous submissions okay? We weren't clear, as your protocol requests speakers sign in with a name prior to in-person public comment, as does this submission form. Several other districts don't allow anonymous comments
I hope this gets shared, but just in case, it has already made the rounds and sparked a few conversations elsewhere.
Thanks in advance!
*This is not a duplicate of my earlier comment in that I incorrectly referenced 8/6, when the meeting we submitted comment for was 8/11. Apologies for the error and any resulting inconvenience.
Hello--

I realized that, despite so many of us chuckling at the anonymous comment on 8/11 that heralded a "silent majority," we realistically all might have been in a big quiet club together. If some of us didn't always have such exciting reaso

My husband and I were among two of several people who submitted comment prior to the 8/11 meeting. While it wasn't read, we had hoped it would at least be posted, as the Board suggested unread comments would be. But, as of 8
*Will all comments from 8/25 be posted, if not read?
*Can the Board share their process for deciding which comments to read?

*Are anonymous comments acceptable? I only my ask because Board policy requests that people sign in, and this very form seemingly leaves space for one's name. Multiple other districts do not allow anonymous comments, but I co
I hope this gets shared, but (in case it doesn't), it has already made the rounds and fueled a few meaningful discussions independent of this Board room.
Thanks!

Dear District 205 School Board Members,

My name is Katharine Wagner, and I have two children in the District 205 school system. I want to first start off this letter with a thank you. Thank you for being so passionate about our children and the education they receive in Elmhu

I have a request that I would implore the board to fulfill: retake the District 205 Going Back To School Parent Poll. Throughout the previous school board meeting, I consistently heard the June poll results being quoted as 85% of paren
When I responded to the poll in June, I chose in-person learning for the following reasons:
1) I didn't know what the fall would look like and I naively hoped everything would go back to "normal."
2) I wanted the flexibility to change my mind to remote if I felt the conditions were unsafe.

I can't tell you the number of parents I have spoken to who voted the same way I did for the very same reasons. They all agree that the 85% figure is not correct, and if given another chance to take the poll, they would vote differently.
If the school board truly wants to know what parents are wanting right now (and I know you do), they should immediately send out another poll that simply asks the following:
GIVEN THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE CORONAVIRUS IN DUPAGE COUNTY AND NOT BEING LOCKED INTO YOUR DECISION, WHICH SCHOOLING OPTION WOULD YOU PREFER:
1) REMOTE

2)HYBRID

3)IN-PERSON ALL DAY

So I ask you again, will the school board resend a parent poll? This is necessary in order to accurately create the learning environment that represents what the majority of parents in District 205 would like.
Thank you for your service to our children and for considering my request.
Sincerely,
Katharine Wagner
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We are aware of several teachers taking FMLA time off due to COVID at the start of school. Do these teachers have the ability to come back into their pre-FMLA role? Do these teachers also have the ability to
return for two weeks then take more FMLA time off? What is being done to insure that a consistent teacher is provided to teach our children during this time?
Dear Dr. Moyer and District 205 Board Members:

I'm confident that you have received many queries in regards to the ADK tuition payments during our current extenuating circumstances. I have a child in ADK at Jackson and I have not heard any resolution besides moving our childre

Obviously, if/when our kindergarten students begin to go into the classroom for a proper full-day of in-person instruction we would be happy to pay, but until then it is unfair and unreasonable to ask for full-tuition payment. It goes witho

We struggled with day one of remote instruction for our kindergartener but he is a resilient and happy boy. Please note this is no way a reflection of the excellent job our son's teacher Mrs. Sgarbossa has been doing trying to keep 20,
We are requesting that you strongly consider waiving the ADK tuition until we can get a full-day of in-person instruction for our precious Kindergartner students. This is a completely fair and reasonable request.

As an aside, we would also hope that you would consider more creative ways in which to get these youngest students of the district together safely with their teachers. I understand that some schools, including ours, may have tents a
Many thanks for your time, consideration and anticipated response.

To: Dr. Moyer and District 205 School Board
Topic: Zero Net Energy Schools for District 205
Climate science has identified that buildings play a major impact in causing climate change. The USGBC and American Institute of Architects (AIA) have asked their members (including Wight) to discuss this strong influence with thei
Elmhurst Cool Cities Coalition (ECC) has shared the analysis done by the New Building Institute and USGBC documenting that Zero Net Energy (ZNE) schools can be built at comparable costs to current construction, a range of 0-7%
Recent school board discussions concerning the viability of building a ZNE school have revolved around the financial impact identified by Wight to be a $2M increase. ECCC suggested two sources of funds a) the Illinois Clean Energy
At the August 11 school board meeting, the administration shared feedback from Wight relating to their work on projects pursuing the ICEF grants. Wight stated they are currently working with two organizations Adlai Stevenson High S
What can ICEF tell us about successful projects? The ICEF website identifies eight organizations which have participated in the program, along with the grant sizes received ($261k to $2M). The New Building Institute website lists at
The process to apply for an ICEF grant for the summer cycle has closed, but they are still looking for projects. The proposal process is set up to identify school districts that want more than the money, that want to be role models for o
Schools play a key role in educating individuals to enter society prepared to handle challenges such as climate change by learning through real life examples. Think how this project can be incorporated into STEM education througho
Why give this project any consideration now? Because District 205 education stresses our students be Future Ready. We look forward to meeting with you to discuss this project.

